5
Dreams
Doctor told me my dreams
Mean much more than they __________.
I dream of dogs, it means a flight.
I dream of cats, I’ll cry that night.
I dream of water, I’ll meet a guy.
I dream of sand, he’ll make me sigh.
I bet if I dream that I feel ill.
I’ll die when the doctor gives me a
___________!
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Preparation 1

5
1a

Listen and circle the best definition for each word below.
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Listen

➊ pressure
➋ flunk
➌ recur
➍ plunge
➎ prediction
➏ virtually

a) stress, worry
a) pass
a) happen again
a) dive or jump
a) sign of the past
a) generally

b) ease, comfort
b) fail
b) never happen again
b) lie down
b) sign of the future
b) almost

Listen to the people talking about dreams. After each paragraph, you

1b Exercise
will hear two questions. Circle the best answer for each question.
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➊ a) Becoming an eagle.
➋ a) She needs freedom.
➌ a) Jumping off a building.
➍ a) Yes.
➎ a) Waking up all sweaty.
➏ a) Many times.
➐ a) He forgets one answer.
➑ a) He studies too hard.

b) Flying in the air.
b) She needs a vacation.
b) Doing special stunts.
b) No.
b) Running away.
b) Only once.
b) He forgets everything.
b) He should study harder.

Preparation 2
2a

Listen

Listen and circle the best definition for each word or phrase below.

➊ surreal
➋ interpret
➌ connotation
➍ ambivalent
➎ on the same page
➏ think out loud
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a) very real
a) explain or clarify
a) hidden meaning
a) unsure
a) reading the same book
a) reveal your dreams

b) strange or dreamlike
b) tell the truth
b) obvious meaning
b) decisive
b) talking about the same thing
b) speak your mind

Listen to the four sets of dialogue. After each set, you will hear two
2b Exercise questions. Circle the best answer for each question.
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➊ a) He was dead.
➋ a) The man is anxious.

b) He was almost murdered.
b) The man is afraid of her.

➌ a) From the radio.
➍ a) Dreams reveal our thoughts.
➎ a) They are symbols of our wishes.
➏ a) They are reading different chapters.
➐ a) She doesn’t want to.
➑ a) It’s almost impossible.
PHOTO
GALLERY

b) From a magazine.
b) Dreams reveal the future.
b) They are symbols of our past.
b) They are talking about different things.
b) She is not sure if she should go.
b) It’s absolutely impossible.

1

Look at the pictures and follow the directions you hear.
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1. ________
a.

2. ________

3. ________
b.

4. ________
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Preparation 3 : Pronunciation
3a

Practice these words with the phonics〔ʌ〕sound.
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Listen

cup

but

come

love

numb

rub

duck

rough

glove

butter

mother

sudden

Listen to the following words. Check the box if the word has the 〔ʌ〕

3b Exercise sound in it.
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➊□

➋□

➌□

➍□

➎□

➏□

➐□

➑□

➒□

➓□

□

□

3c Exercise

Listen and repeat. Underline the words that have the 〔ʌ〕sound.

➊ I cut all the sentences she asked me to.
➋ I put my hair in a bun.
➌ This piece of music should be sung slowly.
➍ I like to rub snow on my skin when I have a cut.
➎ Love makes the world go round.
➏ A lot of my friends are gone now that they are done.
➐ The cat snuck into the hut.
➑ Many don’t like butter.
➒ A dozen doves flew into the sun.
➓ Money isn’t everything.
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2

Look at the set of three pictures.
Listen to the man and woman. Answer the questions.
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a.

1.________

b.

2.________

c.

3._________
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Preparation 4
Preparation 4

Listen to the following short talk about sleep, and then circle the

4a Exercise
correct answer to the questions that follow.

➊ a)
➋ a)
➌ a)
➍ a)

2/1

b) 1/3

50%

b) 100%

2

b) 5

5

b) 5 to 10
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Listen again and then answer the following questions according to the

4b Exercise
short talk.

➊ a) yes
➋ a) when awake
➌ a) sleeping
➍ a) work
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b) no
b) when dreaming
b) dreaming
b) rest

